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Abstract 

Carnegie Mellon University is automating the use of Ground Pewbating Radar (GPR) for the cleanup of hazardous 
was= sites. The current foeus is on the development of an automated subsurface mapping system to locate buried 
objects and geological structllres so lbat sources and migratory pathways of contaminants can be identified and cata- 
IOgUea 'Ihe &dace maps are produced wing the non-invasive seasing capabilities of GPR. GPR operates similar 
to conven t id  radar. but the data acquired is more difficdt to pmes due to the nonhomogeneous nature of the sub- 
surface medium. Though sometimes used in waste site characterization, GPR deployment data acquisition, and intea- 
preration are human driven pmccsses. The potential of GPR to gemrate ~c~urate three dimensional subsurface maps 
has not been M y  lralizcd previously. The Site I n v e s t i p t h  Robot robols to position a GPR mrnsducer to 
exploit the accuiate, qealabk positioning availabk from automated equipment. By combining the use of a position 
cognizant, all tefiain mobiimbotand a V i  scarming mechawm ' , GPR records am acquired in a two dimensional 
grid on the gmund surface. This method o f c d e d o n  simplifies pmcessing and the pit ional location of feaeahlres of 
inteiesrin thedataToachieveecuatcpositionalacnwcyofthe~s~urfaceobjecfs,-tmodellingofthe 
suk.wrface medium and the. antenna is crucial. Tk subsurfam medim can be mcdeUed as a cornpition of multiple 
subvolumes, each one b e i i  c b t e a k e d  by its own ekceical parameters. 'Ibe radar wave's energy can be calcu- 
lated at any p i n t  in the subs- using these parame.tm and the distance the wave mvellcd. Analysis of the wave's 
propagation in thesubsurfaceis simplifiedby theweofatechniquehtownasray tracing. 'Ikro crhiaare. used to 
determine if the we of ray tmhg isvalid: rhe wavelength ofthe radar w a r n  must be shan in comparison to the res- 
olution of the external pemrbahns of any expected o b m  and the medium must be an Matoc Modelling of the 
GF'R antenna is best introducad by the. analogy ofa law and a Aash lighL A law is a highly focused beam of light 
but the intensity of the light transmitted by a ilash L i t  deeresses rapidly witb distance from the aenter of the light. 
'Ihe GPR antennaopnates in agimilar fashion to the Aashlii'Ikromodels dtheantemaare used: the energy of 
the antenna's beam isassumedconrstantatallpoinfs equidistantfmm the anmnaand theempirical measurements of 
the beam's anen& pattern. Becaw of the lack of focus in the antenna's beam. the data oolbcted at one surface 
location nprescnts refledom from all objeus and interfaces within the beam. Migrarion is the signal m e s s i n g  
operation d to revax a spatial inlegnuion effect in tbe o o U d  data Homogeneous migration assumes the clec- 
eicalcharacmisticsofthe ~areaMstantthroughwttheenrirevolumepmrceg9ed; hezerogeneoustnipation, 
a more realislic operation. Buows these. parameters to vary. Faward Modelling 9 i m h .  on a compte& the collec- 
tion of radar data under user specified mnditions. Thm are two putpses for faward modelling: test thc migration 
operation and as 8 kammg lool for understanding thc plopagation of GF'R waves in the subsurface. Because of the 
design of &he mhvare, Ihe ll~u crm e s d y  change panmeem that mfml lhe simulation (eg. - antenna height). The 
accurate tracing of radar waves require3 a model which i d &  the dection and refracnbn of rays at subsurfact 
hmfaces and objects. lhis model is a d t y  for here~~gemms migration and forward mcdelling (not currently 
implemented). 





1 .O Executive Summary 

1.1 Statement of Purpose 
Carnegie Mellon University is aulomating the use of Gmund PeneUating Radar (GPR) for the cleanup of hazardous 
waste sites. The cumnt focus is on the development of an automated subsurface mapping system to locate buried 
objects and gaological swctllres so bat sources and migrmory pathways of contaminants can be identified and cata- 
loged. The subsdace maps pduced w the wn-invasive sensing caporbilities d GPR. GPR operates on principles 
similar toconvent id  radar, huthedataacquired is m m  difficult toprocess due to thehetrtogeneous nahueofthe 
subsurface medium. ‘Ihough sunwinw used in wastesitecharactenra ’ tion. GPR deployment data quisition and 
interpretationare h w a a n d r i v e n ~ . T b e p o ~ t i a l o f G P R m g e n e F a t e a c c ~ t h r w d i m e n s i o n a l s u b ~ e  
maps is rhus not fully realized in practice. The Site Investigation Robot pojeet uses robots to position GPR aansduc- 
em to upioit tk npcatable positioning available from autrmated equipment. By combining the use of a 
parition cognizam. all& m&le robot and a linear scanning mechanism, it is possible to q u i r e  GPR records in 
a two dimemid  grid on the growl surfkce. 

DatacollecreausingtheGPR anmdoesm-telyreflect the smcture ofthesuburface for twomasons. The 
volumeaic nature of the antennabeam CBLLS~S spatial integrah of the sub- shuchne befon the data is col- 
lmted. The sxmd mason for inaccuracy in the rekted data is distortion. During propagation. the radar wave is con- 
volved * the lincarsysmn which represents the srmctureof the subsurEacc Also, theantenna pulse is not a perfect 
impulse functim; thip EBOS~S the. collected data to be anvolved with impdections in the antenna p u k .  Both of 
these problems areaddrcsscd by thedeanvolulion operation (not explained io this pap). 
Two GPR antemasare used: 0ncforeanSmipStOn and mcforrewptiOnofradar waves. High frequency radar waves 
hanmiued by the send m e m a a m d d b a c k  tothe receive antenna by interfaces W subsurface materials 

sreceivedfmm thesame point on theslnfacc arestored ina with different el- charactensllcs RefWmn 
onedimengional data array, and tagged with thesurikeposition All theGPR datacollectad overthe entire two 
dimensional grid tom a volume. Thc Opcratiw of the GPR an- cnn be illustrated using a laser and a flashlight A 
laser is B highly focused beam of light but the light iOtenSiry of a flashlight &ucaw rapidly with distance from the 
center of thebeam. TheGPRankmaopates man similar fashion lothefldlighL Becauseof this lackof focus in 
theantennabeam,thedatacollcctedatonegridldon repesen~~dectioasfrom all ob& @and interfaces within 
theantema’s beam. Migration is thesignal poDessing Operation osedtoreverse this diswtion in the coUectedGPR 
data Due to the hctuogcwous nature. ofthe subsuhx, the exact shrpe of burid objm can never be fully ncov-  
ered by the migdoo Opaatioa. Coaventicml imageprocessiogopmhnaare usedonthepos& migrated data to 
deaease IIK. nefaled h8 highly slcilled w t e r .  E;onvard ModcllingSimdab% On a COmputer. the Wlh%tiOn of 
radardataundausz spe5Seawnditions. h a r e  nv~purposa famodelling GPR: tea themigration operation 
andaidintheundmtmh ’ gofhGPRwavcspmppWmthesuhufacx. 

I 

’ . .  

1.2 Summary of R e s u b  
Since the GPR antenna’s beam is three dimensional, three dimensional migratiW is the most appmpriate technque to 
r e v e m  the spatial integmtim pheMIlnena Testing of thealgorihm was done using red data from a tesi pit (Figure 1) 
filled with dry sand and a metallic drum and data generated fmm forward modelling. 

’ h e  migration operation causes positive reinforcement in the area wbgc dlections due to subsurface objects or inter- 
Paces occurred. mevex, the. migration operation c~uses negative Emforcement in the - where there are no 
reRections duc to submfam. ob* OT LuerFaces. For 5-e.as whae thcrc IYC only w e d  re8edons the interference 
c a u d  by the migration operetion will poducc noise. Real GPR data ( F i i  2.3) contains values with positive and 
negative signs. thus ahwing migratioo’s consuuuive and desrmctiv~ M- to nnolk. Becsuse the Forward 
Modelling was h o e  in the time domain, the generared radar data only contains positive signs. Thncfore. only the. 
constructive in*- works when migration is applied to data gemrated by forward modelling w~gures 4.5). 
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FIGURE 1 Conflguratlon of Test PH 

FIGURE 2 Unpmcessed Data from the Test Pii 
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FIGURE 3 30 Migrated Data from the Test Pit 

FIGURE 4 Unprocessed Dwa Generated by Fornard Modelling 
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FIGURE 5 
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1.3 Summary of Recommondatlons 
Implunentation of thlee dimensional . hetaogcaeous migratim and forward modelling is the next impatant step. 
Since thc &ily of GPR waves varits signifieanuly in different d u m ,  the positional a a c m y  of the located sub- 
surface objects should signi6cantly improve using a heterogeneous algorithm. Current evaluation of the algorithm's 
accllracy is dDne in a semiquantitative manner. another important conmition is a sysem to perform automatic 
quantitative evaluation of the a l g a i h ' s  a c c m y .  

Data Generated by Forward Modelling after Three Dlmenslonal 
Migration 

2.0 Modelling of the Subsurface Medium 

Analysis of GF'R wave prqn&on is done using two took. E k V  . wave d~eory is the tool which best mod- 
els be physics involved. "he mathematics are simpler if ray tracing, a technique from geomenic optics, can be used. 
(Nayar 1989) lko criteria (Uhihen 1982) are wed to justify the use of ray tracing the wavelength of the radar 
waves is much less lhan the resolullw ' oftheextemalperaubatton ' s for any butied object and me medium is an is&- 
tor. Since the smallest expected wavelength is 6 centimeters, these two criteria are satisfied 
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FIGURE 6 Illustration of Subsurface GPR Wave Propagation 

GPR Antenna 

GPR waves 

Subfllrface Object 

Ray Traclng Justification Criteria 

C b =  where f = 500 Mhz and c = 3x10‘ meters per second 
(fx 45) 

Exampled DrySand ( e = 4 ) 1 = 30 cm Saturalcd Sand ( e  = 81) 1 = 6 cm 

It is desired 10 uacc thepmpgahnofradarwavesin the sabsurface. S i i t  is valid to useray rracing, w i n g  the 
pmpgahn of wave8 reduces 10 the pacing of vcctcrs. Modifications to pure ray tracing are based on the antenna’s 
beam paem (see section 3). figure, 7 illuseates the primiplcp of ray tracing @om 1980) at a subwrrface interface. 
The angh of reflection and rebctml ‘ m a  fumioa of dw medium’s eleceical characteristics. Thc refracted ray lies 
in the same plane, called the plant of indence, BS Ihe incident ray and the lxlcmal to he surface. The reflected ray 
liintheplaneofincidenoe. 
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FIGURE 7 lllustratlan of Ray  Traclng 
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3.0 Antenna Modelling 

There are three factors that affect the amplitude of the transmitted GPR signal: the bandwidth, the beam pauem, and 
the radar beam's auenuatjon in the subsurface medium. The badwidth describes the change in signal amplitude ver- 
ws frequency. The 500 Mhz antenna has a bandwidth of f250Mhr. This means that the half power point (3 db) is at 
250 and 750 Mhz. Since all the pimessing in this paper was done in the time domain, the bandwidth of the antenna 
was not used. 

The beam paUern describes the Buenuation of the signal which is a result of the unfocused nature of the anmna pulse. 
In part 1, all eaiergy in the beam- isassumed to beconstant. A more accuratemodel @an2) takes into account 
the ge4Jmenical spreading bsses of the radar wave. 

3.1 Constant Energy Beam Pattern 
?he first approximation of the beam pattern assumes the radar wave's energy is constant f a  all points equidistant 
from the an- The range of the antenna's beam pattern, as oblained from the manufactum (Operations Manual 
1987). is f 4 9  for the x-axis cross section and i30' for the y-axis uuss section (Figure 8). nK analogy OF the ac for 
the three dimensional case is a sphere bounded by an elliptical m e .  One x-y section taken from the intersection of 
the sphere with the elliptical m e  is an ellipse. 

FIGURE 8 Beam Patterns Assumlng Constant Energy 

crosssection 
in x-z plane 

Cmss &tion 
in Y-2 plane 

The equation for the aforementioned cone is shown below (spherical coordinate system). 
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Since the radar energy flux is uniformly distributed across the surface of the sphere, accurate three dimensional pro- 
cessing requires equal weighting of& ray in the radar beam. In order to accomplish this, the sphere is divided inu, 
trapezoidal patches of qual  area Figure 9 shows a hemi-sphere with the lengths of the edges labelled for a sample 
trapezoid. The algorithm divides the sphere's surface into a usef specifid number of longitudinal sUips. Each strip is 
divided into as many irapmidal parches of the specified area as possible. The algorithm's performance was mea- 
sured by calculating tk ratio of the area covered by the trapemids to the total area possible in the sphere (96.48%). 

FIGURE 8 Area of a Trapzoldal Patch 
r x dQ x sinem -, 

r = radius 

4 = +,-Om-, 
de = en-en-, 

r x  d+x sinen 

Area = - ( 4 9  A x (sinB,.., +sinO-) ( J ( ~ X ~ B - ~ + Z X  (sine,-, -s inon)*)  

32 Beam Attenuation Pattern 
Four sets of bcam pauem m e a s m l s  wee obtainad: me from GaDphygical Survey Systems Inoorporated (Shutz 
1990) and three fran Sleven D W s  thesis (Duke 1990). Tbe messuranents chimd h GSSI characterize all the 
GPR antcnnas (medium of air) they manufacture. Thedata from Duke's theis describe. mC 500 Mhz antenna in k e e  
different medium. 

mebeam's attenuati0npaue.n is chmumzd . by LWO orthogonal aoss secti0os (Figure 10). The contribution of the 
beam pam to the ancnuation of tk wave is a W o n  only ofthe aogk from Ihc z axis and is independent of the 
disrance from the antenna 'Ibe &ectdue to the distrmce ofthe wave ~IWI the antenna is d e s c r i i  by the aPenuation 
equation. Since the migmion algorithm is ducedimensional,avolumeaic beam- was needed. ?his need was 
supplied by using a volwaeoic interpolation algorithm. The algorithm ugeg two steps a standad cubic spline in- 
Lation algorithm and a custool elliptical intapolarion algorithm. The resolutioa of the beam - cross sections pro- 
vided was too low: themfore. Ihe cubic spline algorithm was usxl to iacrerw the n u m k  of (angle, atIenua!ion) pairs. 

Tbe. aucial insight used to develop Ihe cUs(0m algorithm is o w  desuibed A set ofconceneic ellipses with centers at 
different values ofaaenuasion (zaxis) can be. described using the x and y axis aoss sections (Kgure 11). The z axis is 
divided into pints of equal re90lution. 



FIGURE 10 Formal of Beam Pattern Measurements 
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FIGURE 11 Step Tkro in Volumetric Interpolation 
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4.0 Mlgratlon 

4.1 milvatlon 
Migration is a pmxsshg operation that reverses the effect of the unfocused nature of the antenna beam in the col- 
k t e d d a m  In section 2 it was shorn, hait is valid to use the ray tracing technique. from geometric optics i n d y z -  
ing GPR wuve pmpagaiiar Figure 12 is used to show the need for the migration pmcessing operation (OperationS 
Manual 1%7); the example is two dimensional for simplicity. The dotted i i  rectangle repmats the one dimen- 
sional dataarray whichcontains GPR datacollected from onepositiOnon the surface. Ihedataamy is tagged with 
the surface position, but all the data in the m y  i s  not a result ofnfltctioos fran thatpositioa. Each enby in the data 
m y  represents aU objects and interfaces equidistant from the an- lko rays will be im%d in this example. Ray 
1 seilres object A. andisrefleaedbadr to theantenna with a timedelay of t l .  Ray2 mikes objeaB.and is reflected 
bcrd; to the anmna with a time delay of t2. For homogeneous medium, the distance the ray mvelled is calculated by 
multiplyingthetimcdelayby~vehcityofligbtinthesu~mfacemedium(~~sManual1987).Thisdistance 
is convfatedto an index inlothedatamy. The rop dataarrayen&ymtainsdatarepresenting&jectsandinterfaces 
50 phsecmdq away from lhe antenna. Eveq olher data m y  entry contains data dlected at an integer multiple of 
5OpicOsecmdqawayfrom lheanterula. &Figure 12 shows. nflectionsofGPR waves that me stored in thisdata 
array can be from any object withi theanlennabeam. The problao jwt described is also true for the three dimen- 
sional case. 

FIGURE 12 Mothration for Mlgratkn 

GPR Antenna - 

Distance Step = 0.5xTime Step x - 3x10'' 

d, = distance index corresponding 10 t i  

d, = distance index corresponding to t, 

.h 

4.2 Explanation 
For - of explanation, the following description of migration is done for the two dimensional case. Changes needed 
for the three dimensid caseareexplainea lata. Migation isdone in Uuees(ep: calculate a template, use the tem- 
p k i l e t O p l U C e S S t h e ~ O f d f I U , s n d ~  . tion (Christian 199o).Oocsideof the array corresponds to GPR 
data collected near the surface of the ground. The template (Fi'ipures 13) consists of a quence  of concentric circular 
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arcs of d i f f m  radii; the center is the data entry cJxmpdm ' gtothesurfaoeofthegroundandtheradiusisthedis- 
tame from the antenna. Each m is subdivided into a sequence of points; the distance beween each point is Ihe same. 
'Ihe pint  directly below the data anay element is called the source elemens the rest of the elements are called desti- 
nation elements. 

FIGURE 19 Explanatlon of Migration 

Side of Array Corresponding to the / Sutfaceof the Gmund 

I I ,  

Destinatian 
Location 

a - Mgretlon Template 

Constant Attenuation B m  Pattern Attenuation 

b - Elevation Vlew 
Revlew of Antenna Beam Pattern Models 

The first appmximation to theantenna's beam paoem assumes the radar wave's eaergy isconstant for all points along 
each m ' s  edge. lhis assumpion is themasun for theaddition of 100% of& sounzelemuvt to all of its destination 
elements. A more acta model ofthe antenna's beam panem is shown in Figure 13b. In this model. the energy of 
the antenna's beam is at i& maximum value directly below the antema Along an IUE of constant de&. the beam's 
energy deweases asthedistlmcefmm hemumelement increases.'lhcaumuaticm f ixtiascan bc used in the 
m i g d o n  algoridun for weighting the source elemeat before adding it to a destination elementThe extension of 
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migrarion to time dimensions can now te. stated The three phases ofthe algorithm (calculate the tempkte, use the 
template in processing. normalization) are the same. ?he template used is calculated using one of the algor ihs 

atmuation fraction is used as a scale factor (same method as two dimemional mipration). 
de3ailJedin seet ioO2 sphere tessellanon ' a volumetric interpdation of me antenna beam's auenuath pattern. The 

5.0 Forward Modelllng 
F d  Modelling simulates the genemion d GPR data on a complier (Duke 1990). Parameters characterking the 
antenna, the. subsurface, and the p m e l q  of buried objecis are easily changad This feature makes the forward mod- 
elling softwan a powerful scientific mol. Figure 12 was previously used to explain the motive for migration. It is also 
an example of how the three dimensid simulator works. F a  flexibility of implemenration. Ihc simulation used a 
public &main ray traar IO perfm tbe ray-objwt intemxtim. 

5.1 Slmulatlon of Antenna hkwmenl 
Fmard modelling of GPR data was done fora lectangular site. Both antennas m moved sp a unit (constant antenna 
sepation distance - Figue 14). The site is divided mto a rectangula grid. Simulation of the GPR antenna's opera- 
tici~ is done or each ocll in the grid. The next section explains the simulation of the. antenna 

RGURE I 4  Antenna Movement In Forward Modelling 

Receive. 
Antenna 

Send 
Antenna 
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5.2 Reflectlon Model 
AU rays origjnate at the receive antenna, which is modelled as a poht. For simplicity of implementation, the send 
antennais mcdelled BF a c i r c u l a r a m  (Pilant 1990) The rays are W u s i n g  a constant angular resolution for 8 
and 0 .  Raysoriginatc at the receive antennaand lerminate at the send mtenna: consistency with theorigii ray 
bacer implementation is obtained by uskg this merhod. When a ray intersects an object. therefleXd ray is calculated 
assuming a specular re8c&n1 model. Neat, the antenna oenter ray is calculated. Its origin is the object’s intermtion 
point and its end point is the cmte~  of tbe send antenna’s aperture. ’Ihe maximum size of the angle between the 
reflected ray and the anten= centex ray (8) is detefmiacd by the Size of the send antenna’s aperture (Shulz 1990). 

FIGURE 15 Reflectlon Model for Forward Modelllng 

Send Antenna 

Object 

subsurface 

5.3 U s e r  Created Slmulaibn Scenario 
Before making a simulation M. the d g u r a t i o n  61e must be inip‘alized (Table 1). AU paramems characterizing the 
antenna. Ihe subsurfacemedium, and the buried objeuare definedin this fik. l l w  valueof these pimunetem are eas- 
ily changed without altering any of the simulation coda The definitions of each parameter follow. 
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Parameter 
Xbounds 

Y W  
Zbounds 

I I PJI~U~M Charaderkatlon ~ p r ~ u t . r a  

Meaning 
Boundsin thex direction - low limit. high limit. distance step 

Bounds in they direction - low limit. high limit. distance step 
Bounds in the z diration - low limit, high limit, distarre step 

I Parameter I Meaning I 

number of points (N) 

pointN,nxmal topointN 

point 1,mamaltopoint 1 patch 

I. 
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6.0 Extenslons for Heterogeneous medium 
When a volume of GFX data mnteins subvdumes with d i f f m t  eleceical chsracterigtics @z%rogeneous media), 
accuracy of the prmessing operatiws wn be gredy increased by utilizing a mare m p l e i e  model of the subsurface. 
The electrical charactaisticsofthe subsurface ateusedtocalculatc thevelocity dtheradarwave in themedium. 
nese  characteristics am used in the heterogeneous migation algorithm (Fermer 1985. LJlrikm 1982). 

p = magnetic susceptibility 
u = conductivity 
b = imaginary part of the wave number 

Velocity = 2u 

A &urfxe interfaoe is a division be- two subsmface vdumes with difbcm de.s&M characteristics. When a 
radar wave. is incident on a subslufaae inrerface. the amount of radar energy reflected and reftacted at this interface is 
calculated using the impedance of both mediums as shown below. 

Z, = Impedance for  Layer 1 Z = 

Z, = Impedance for  h y e r  2 

(zz-zl) Incident Energy Reflected Energy = 
G 2 +  2,) 

Refracted energy = Total Energy - Reflected Energy 

6.1 Forward Modelling 
Forthe caseofhomogeneoas media.when aray intas+ctsan object the reflectingray and the antenna center ray are 
calculated (Figure 16). If the decting ray intersem the s a d  antenna’s qame, then the eoergy of the send antenna 
is placed in the datamay as previoosty -ked. The changers for haerogcaeous medium area wnceptually shaight 
forward (F- 17). Ray intersections ate dm recursively. At each i n e e  hvo rays rm cakulatod: the reflected 
and the refractedrays (using the model described m section 2). lkm.aretw0 e n d d t i o o s  for the recursion: a ray 
intersect the send antenna’s apemnc and the angle. is  within the usx specified limits ara ray hersects the z-plane 
of rhe. send ~ n r c ~ ~  without intmccting the apmm. A model of the cleaicd paramcm for each subsurface layer 
will also be ceded Bioce theindex ofrefiaction (d tocalculate the angles ofdection and refraction) is a function 
of the medium’s permittivity and the conductivity. 
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FIGURE 16 Fomrard Modelling In Heterogeneous Medlum 

Receive Antenna sendhtenna 

I object 

6.2 Mlgratlon 
The template for migration in homogeneous media consis& of a series of ~IW every point on each BTC is equidistant 
from the ground purface’s data element (Figwe 17). This is true when the velocity of the radar waves is constant 
throughouttbemodium,bulitisDotavalidasaunpiionforthecasealheterogcnewmmedium.~lempkte~sw 
some arbitrary,perhaps irregular, geometrysuch that e v q  point oneach BIC is rhe same time delay from the corre- 
sponding surface data elanat. Ray hacing wil l  be wed to daermine the coordinates for this set of points. In the 
homogeneous case, a template was calculated in a preprooessing step. mpnfae saving computational time. Because 
anhetemgeneous algorithm llgdstoworL for my d i s u i i  of- pammems in the subsurfax, 
c e s s i n g s t e p i s n o t p o g s i b l e . ~ m e a n s t h e ~ ~ m u s t b e c a l c u ~ f o r c a c h d a t a c k m a u ~  ‘ng to the 
surface of the ground. 
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nGURE 17 Migratlon Template for Heter~gene~ur Medium 
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7.0 Discu881on and Recommendations 

7.1 Discussion 
Since the c m t  focus of this resxvch 1 is subsurface mapping, the ability to accurately laate the boundaries of bur- 
ied wasteis crucial. The test site used fa this evaluation isa sandbox with the dimensions - 2 by 2 by 1.2 m m .  A 
cylinder of length 700 millimetag and radius 175 miUimem was buried with one of irs ends coinciding with one end 
of the sandbox (Fignre 1). The left and rigiu dgea ofthe cytinder were predicted (using a GF'R image) with less than 
5% error. A vertical slia of unpmxsed data taLen from the midpoint o f t h e c y l i  is shown in Figun 2. Data from 
the same location, afm dawovolution and thte dimensionsl migrahn. is shown in FiguFe 3. Unprocmed data for a 
forwardmodelled sphere with the samcradiusis shown inFgm4. After threedimensionalmigration. the m e d a t a  
slice is shown in Figrne5. Tbecocdmtesofthemtexofthe sphere sre(IOO0, a00). 
A significant contribution of ihjs research is a mahotlology for imphealing three dimensional migration and for- 
ward modelling of GPR dam. This conhibution is divided inm three m: Bccltrate modelling of the antenna beam's 
artenuation pattern, ~ccurate modelling of the subsurface, and computationally fastray bxing. 

Digitized mdar reflections in actual GPR data d s t  ofpositive and negative valucs. The migration operarion causes 
positivereinfaceme nt in the iuea whuerelkhcm ' duet0 subswkeobjectsor interfaces occurred. The operation 
causes negative &fonxment in the mas when there ercnodections due to subswtaocabjects w interfacss. Of 
cou~sc, in areas where there are miywcalrdiectioosthereinforcemcntcauscd by the m i p i i o n  operation is not 
complete. AU the data genaated by the forward modelling algcdithm will have poSirive values. When the migation 
operation is usedon datapmducedby h e  faward modelling algcrithm. thcposifive reinforcement waks but the neg- 
ative reinforcement does not. 

7.2 Recommendattons 
Implementation of three dimensid kterogenmus migmion snd fornard modelling is the next impatant step. Itr 
algorithm is outlined in the pevious section. Because the velccity of the radar waves vary signiicantly in Memt 
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medium, the accuracy of the located subsurface objecs should significantly improve. The path of the eaced rays will 
change significantly at many interfaces. Since the murate lofatiw of subsurface objects is of utmast impcnance, a 
quantitative method is needed to measure this accuracy. A cornputed method is needed to compare the actual 
location and geometry of the object (apriori knowledge wum@ with the location and geanetry obtained from the 
GPR images. This could be done in three steps. Store. the actual location and geomeuy of each object in a file, display 
it in an overlay on the GF'R i w  (annputea saaen), aml usc visual inspection to determine the image's accuracy. A 
better melhod is to eliminate visual inspection by using an edge demticm algorithm on the GPR image before c m -  
paring it with the computer rodel. 
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